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Figure 1: Fast Lightweight Mesh Estimation: FLaME generates 3D mesh reconstructions from monocular images in real-time onboard
computationally constrained platforms. The key to the approach is a graph-based variational optimization framework that allows for the
mesh to be efficiently smoothed and refined. The top row of images (from left to right) show the meshes computed onboard a small
autonomous robot flying at 3.5 meters-per-second as it avoids a tree. The bottom row shows the current frame (left), the collision-free plan
in pink (middle), and the dense depthmap generated from the mesh (right) for each timestep along the approach.

Abstract
We propose a lightweight method for dense online
monocular depth estimation capable of reconstructing 3D
meshes on computationally constrained platforms. Our
main contribution is to pose the reconstruction problem as a
non-local variational optimization over a time-varying Delaunay graph of the scene geometry, which allows for an
efficient, keyframeless approach to depth estimation. The
graph can be tuned to favor reconstruction quality or speed
and is continuously smoothed and augmented as the camera
explores the scene. Unlike keyframe-based approaches, the
optimized surface is always available at the current pose,
which is necessary for low-latency obstacle avoidance.
FLaME (Fast Lightweight Mesh Estimation) can generate mesh reconstructions at upwards of 230 Hz using less
than one Intel i7 CPU core, which enables operation on
size, weight, and power-constrained platforms. We present
results from both benchmark datasets and experiments running FLaME in-the-loop onboard a small flying quadrotor.

1. Introduction
Estimating dense 3D geometry from 2D images taken
from a moving monocular camera is a fundamental problem in computer vision with a wide range of applications
in robotics and augmented reality (AR). Though the visual
tracking component of monocular simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) has reached a certain level of
maturity over the last ten years [13, 9, 12, 10, 8, 14, 15], efficiently reconstructing dense environment representations
for autonomous navigation or AR on small size-weight-andpower (SWaP) constrained platforms (such as mobile robots
and smartphones) is still an active research front. Current
approaches either transmit information to a groundstation
for processing [28, 1, 5], sacrifice density [7, 6, 10, 14],
run at significantly reduced framerates [21, 22], or limit
the reconstruction volume to small scenes [16] or to past
keyframes [11], all of which restrict their utility in practice,
especially for mobile robot navigation. In this paper, we
propose a novel monocular depth estimation pipeline that

Figure 2: Second Order Smoothing: FLaME estimates dense inverse depth meshes by optimizing a non-local, second-order variational
smoothness cost over a semi-sparsely sampled Delaunay Graph. Minimizing this cost function promotes piecewise planar structure as
shown above on benchmark data collected from a handheld Kinect [27]. From left to right, each column shows the input RGB image, the
Kinect depthmap, the generated FLaME depthmap, the FLaME mesh in the current view, and the FLaME mesh projected into 3D. Note
the smooth planar reconstructions that are enabled by the approach and the accuracy of the depthmaps relative to those from the Kinect.

enables dense geometry to be efficiently computed at upwards of 230 Hz using less than one Intel i7 CPU core —
a small enough footprint to fit completely onboard an autonomous micro-aerial vehicle (MAV), with sufficient accuracy to enable closed-loop motion planning using the reconstructions.
Our key insight is to recognize that for many environments and applications, the “every-pixel” methods that are
currently in vogue for dense depth estimation massively
oversample scenes relative to (a) their true geometric complexity, (b) the observable geometric complexity given the
available texture and baseline, and (c) the additional computational effort required to spatially regularize (i.e. smooth)
noisy and outlier-prone depth estimates. Oversampling the
scene requires more computation for stereo matching, an
unnecessary cost for pixels whose depth might be either
redundant given the geometry or weakly observable given
the environment texture or camera motion, and significantly
increases the sophistication and runtime of regularization
needed to produce plausible reconstructions (which often
requires what amounts to batch optimizations over select
keyframes in the past while the camera continues exploring).
Instead of a dense every-pixel approach, we propose
a novel alternative that we call FLaME (Fast Lightweight
Mesh Estimation) that directly estimates a triangular mesh
of the scene (similar to the stereo work of [18]) and is advantageous for several reasons. First, meshes are more compact, efficient representations of the geometry and therefore require fewer depth estimates to encode the scene for
a given level of detail. Second, by interpreting the mesh as
a graph we show that we can exploit its connectivity structure to apply (and accelerate) state-of-the-art second-order
variational regularization techniques that otherwise require
GPUs to run online. Third, by reformulating the regularization objective in terms of the vertices and edges of this

graph, we allow the smoothing optimization to be both incremental (in that new terms can be trivially added and removed as the graph is modified over time) and keyframeless
(in that the solution can be easily propagated in time without restarting the optimization).
We show significant improvements over existing approaches on benchmark data in terms of runtime, CPU load,
density, and accuracy, and present results from flight experiments running FLaME in-the-loop onboard a small MAV
flying at up to 3.5 meters-per-second (see Figure 1 and 2).

2. Preliminaries
We first detail the notation used in the rest of the paper (Section 2.1) and give a brief overview of variational
smoothing methods (Section 2.2) before describing the approach in detail (Section 3).

2.1. Notation
We represent images as scalar functions defined over the
pixel domain Ω ⊂ R2 , such that Ik : Ω → R denotes the
image taken at time index k. We represent the pose of the
camera at time k with respect to the world frame W by the
transform TW
k ∈ SE(3).
We let K ∈ R3×3 denote the intrinsic camera matrix. Vectors in homogeneous coordinates are given by

T
x̄ = xT 1 . The functions π(x, y, z) = (x/z, y/z) and
π −1 (u, d) = K−1 (d · ū) denote the perspective projection
function and its inverse for pixel u ∈ Ω given depth d, respectively. The projection of a point pW ∈ R3 in the world
into the camera at time k is therefore u = π(KTkW p̄W )
(the de-homogenization is implied). Finally, the inverse
depthmap at time k is given by the function ξk : Ω → R+ .

2.2. Variational Smoothing

Algorithm 1 Method of Chambolle and Pock [4]

In the continuous setting, variational methods seek to
minimize objective functionals of the following form:
E(f ) = Esmooth (f ) + λEdata (f ),

(1)

for scalar function f : X → R and various choices of
smoothness term Esmooth , data fidelity term Edata , and
scalar λ > 0 that controls the balance of data-fitting versus smoothness.
When a noisy signal z : X → R is observed, a common
choice of Edata (f ) is an outlier-robust L1 norm:
Z
Edata (f ) =
|f (x) − z(x)| dx.
(2)
X

One powerful choice of Esmooth is the second-order Total Generalized Variation (TGV2 ) semi-norm of [2]:
Z
2
|∇f (x) − w(x)| dx +
TGV (f ) = min 2 α
w(x)∈R
ZX
(3)
β
|∇w(x)| dx,
2

which introduces auxiliary function w : X → R and
weights α, β ≥ 0. This functional penalizes discontinuities in the first two derivatives of f and promotes piecewise
affine solutions. The contributions of the first and second
derivatives to the overall cost are controlled by α and β.
It is important to note that this functional only incorporates local information through the gradient operator. A
non-local extension (NLTGV2 ) was therefore developed in
[20] so that information beyond immediately neighboring
pixels could influence the objective:
NLTGV2 (f ) =
Z Z
min 2
α(x, y) |f (x) − f (y)−
X

X

hw(x), x − yi| dxdy+
Z Z

(4)

β(x, y) |w1 (x) − w1 (y)| dxdy+
X

X

Z Z
β(x, y) |w2 (x) − w2 (y)| dxdy,
X

be efficiently minimized using convex optimization techniques. One popular optimization scheme is the first-order,
primal-dual method of Chambolle and Pock [4], which
solves optimization problems of the following form:
min F (Dx) + G(x),

x∈Rn

X

for w(x) = (w1 (x), w2 (x)) and weight functions
α(x, y) ≥ 0 and β(x, y) ≥ 0, which encode the weighted,
non-local gradients.
The work of Pinies et al. showed that when f is interpreted as an inverse depthmap ξ, smoothing with NLTGV2
leads not only to piecewise affine solutions over X = Ω,
but also over R3 when ξ is projected into 3D using π −1 (a
non-trivial result) [19].
Although the choices of Edata and Esmooth outlined
above are not differentiable, they are convex and can thus

(5)

where F : Rm → R+ and G : Rn → R+ are convex and
D : Rn → Rm is a linear operator that usually encodes
discrete gradients. The essence of the Chambolle and Pock
approach is to represent F in terms of its convex conjugate
and dual variable q ∈ Rm , resulting in the following saddlepoint problem:
min max hDx, qi − F ∗ (q) + G(x).

X

w(x)∈R

// Choose σ, τ > 0, θ ∈ [0, 1].
while not converged do
qk+1 = proxF ∗ (qk + σDx̄k )
xk+1 = proxG (xk − τ D∗ qk+1 )
x̄k+1 = xk+1 + θ(xk+1 − xk )

x∈Rn q∈Rm

(6)

Optimal values for primal variable x and dual variable q are
then obtained by repeated application of the proximal operator that generalizes gradient descent to non-differentiable
functions [17] (see Algorithm 1).

3. Algorithm Overview
FLaME directly estimates an inverse depth mesh of
the environment that efficiently encodes the scene geometry and allows for efficient, incremental, and keyframeless
second-order variational regularization to recover smooth
surfaces. Given an image sequence Ik from a moving camera with known pose TW
k , our task entails:
• Estimating the inverse depth for a set of sampled pixels
(Section 3.1)
• Constructing the mesh using the sampled points (Section 3.2)
• Defining a suitable smoothness cost over the graph induced by the mesh (Section 3.3)
• Minimizing the smoothness cost (Section 3.4)
• Projecting the mesh from frame to frame (Section 3.5)
See Figure 3 for a block diagram of the data flow.

3.1. Feature Inverse Depth Estimation
We first estimate the inverse depth for a set “trackable”
pixels (or features) sampled over the image domain that will
serve as candidate vertices to insert into our mesh. Let Fk
denote the current set of features. Each feature f ∈ Fk is
detected at timestep ft and defined at location fu ∈ Ω in
the image Ift at pose TW
ft .

2D Delaunay triangulation of the projected pixel locations
using the fast method of [23, 24]. We denote the Delaunay
triangulation by DT (Fk∗ ) = (Vk , Tk ), where Vk is the set
of mesh vertices and Tk is the set of triangles. The Delaunay triangulation is optimal in the sense that it maximizes
the minimum angle for each triangle in Tk
We denote the feature corresponding to vertex v ∈ Vk
with vf ∈ Fk∗ and let vu ∈ Ω denote the pixel location of v,
which we initialize with the projection of f into the current
frame k:



vu = π KTkft π −1 fu , ξf−1 .
(8)

Figure 3: FLaME Overview: FLaME operates on image streams
with known poses. Inverse depth is estimated for a set of features using the fast, filtering-based approach of [8]. When the inverse depth estimate for a given feature converges, it is inserted
as a new vertex in a graph defined in the current frame and computed through Delaunay triangulations. This Delaunay graph is
then used to efficiently smooth away noise in the inverse depth
values and promote piecewise planar structure by minimizing a
second-order variational cost defined over the graph.

We select features by dividing Ω into grid cells of size
2L × 2L based on a user-set detail level L (see Figure 4) and
selecting a pixel in each cell as a new feature if certain criteria are met. First, we do not select features in cells that contain the projection of another feature (this ensures we maintain a certain desired detail level). If no other feature in Fk
falls into a given grid cell, then for each pixel u in the grid
cell we compute a trackability score s(u) = ∇Ik (u)T eu
based on the image gradient ∇Ik (u) and epipolar direction
eu induced by the previous frame. This score is a simple
metric for determining pixels that will be easy to match in
future frames given the camera motion. If the pixel in the
window with the maximum score passes a threshold, we add
it as a feature to Fk .
Next, we estimate an inverse depth mean ξf and variance
σf2 for each f ∈ Fk by matching a reference patch of pixels around uf in future frames using a direct search along
the epipolar line. For a given match, we compute an inverse
depth measurement with mean ξz and variance σz2 according to the noise model in [8] and fuse it with the feature’s
current estimate using standard Bayesian fusion:
ξf ←

ξf σz2 + ξz σf2
,
σf2 + σz2

σf2 ←

σf2 σz2
.
σf2 + σx2

Finally, we assign an inverse depth to each new vertex that
we refer to as vz and initialize it to the feature inverse depth
ξf for corresponding feature f projected into the current
frame. Note that although we perform our triangulation in
2D using the vertex pixel locations, we can project the mesh
to 3D using this inverse depth value. We can also obtain a
dense inverse depthmap ξ : Ω → R+ by linearly interpolating the inverse depth values of the mesh vertices.

3.3. Non-Local Second Order Variational Cost
Now equipped with an inverse depth mesh DT (Fk∗ ), we
formulate our non-local, graph-based variational regularizer
that will efficiently smooth away noise in the mesh and promote planar structure.
We start with the continuous NLTGV2 -L1 variational
cost for a fully dense inverse depthmap ξ : Ω → R+ , which
sets the smoothing term Esmooth (ξ) to NLTGV2 defined in
Equation (4) and the data fidelity term Edata (ξ) to the robust L1 norm in Equation (2):
Z
2
E(ξ) = NLTGV (ξ) + λ
|ξ(u) − z(u)| du.
(9)
Ω

(7)

3.2. Mesh Construction
We construct our mesh using the set of features Fk∗ ⊆ Fk
whose inverse depth variance is lower than a threshold
2
2
σmax
: Fk∗ = {f ∈ Fk : σf2 < σmax
}. We project these features into the current camera frame Tw
k and then compute a

Figure 4: Detail vs. Speed: The density of tracked features can
be tuned to favor geometric detail or speed. Here we compare
the depthmaps (bottom row, columns 2 and 3) generated from the
smoothed graph (top row, columns 2-3) to a Kinect depthmap (bottom left) using different settings of detail parameter L (see Section 3.1). The input RGB image is shown in the top left and the
depthmaps are colored by depth. Changing L from 4 (column 2) to
5 (column 3) results in nearly a 50 percent speedup (see Table 1).

Here z : Ω → R+ is our raw, unsmoothed inverse
depthmap.
We will approximate this functional over the fully dense
ξ using our inverse depth mesh DT (Fk∗ ). We first reinterpret DT (Fk∗ ) as a directed Delaunay graph DG(Fk∗ ) =
(Vk , Ek ), with identical vertices Vk and directed, nonparallel edges Ek generated from the triangle set Tk (the
direction of each edge is arbitrary). For each vertex v ∈ Vk ,
we assign a smoothed inverse depth value that we denote
vξ and an auxiliary variable w ∈ R2 such that vw =
(vw1 , vw2 ). We let vx denote (vξ , vw ).
The graph version of our L1 data fidelity term is straightforward to define in terms of DG(Fk∗ ) by replacing the integral over the image domain Ω with a sum over the vertices
of DG(Fk∗ ):
Z
X
|ξ(u) − z(u)| du ≈
|vξ − vz | ,
(10)
Ω

v∈Vk

where vz is the inverse depth of feature vf projected into
the current frame.
Discretizing the NLTGV2 smoothing term over DG(Fk∗ )
simply requires a special setting of the weight functions
α, β : Ω × Ω → R. In the non-local, variational framework, these functions control the influence of inverse depth
values over their spatial neighbors and thus should be defined in terms of the edge set Ek of DG(Fk∗ ).
For each edge e ∈ Ek , we denote the associated vertices
as v i , v j ∈ Vk (note again that the edges are directed from i
to j). We then assign weights eα , eβ ≥ 0 to each edge and
set the functions α and β to the following:
α(u, v) = eα δ(u − vui , v − vuj ) for e ∈ E
β(u, v) = eβ δ(u −

vui , v

−

vuj )

for e ∈ E.

(11)
(12)

Setting α, β in terms of delta functions that encode the connectivity in the graph (i.e. the edges Ek ) reduces the double
integral over Ω in Equation 4 to a summation over Ek :
X
i
NLTGV2 (ξ) ≈
eα vξi − vξj − hvw
, vui − vuj i +
e∈Ek

X

i
j
e β vw
− vw
1
1

+

i
e β vw
2

−

j
vw
2

=

1

+λ

X

|vξ − vz | .

(15)

v∈Vk

e∈Ek

Note that by defining the NLTGV2 -L1 variational cost in
terms of the DG(Fk∗ ), we can trivially augment and refine
the objective by simply adding new vertices and edges to the
graph, just as the mesh DT (Fk∗ ) is augmented and refined
using incremental triangulations.

3.4. Graph Optimization
Having reformulated the NLTGV2 -L1 cost in terms of
graph DG(Fk∗ ), we now apply the optimization method of
Chambolle and Pock [4]. We see the summation over Ek
and the summation over Vk in Equation 15 correspond to
F (D(x)) and G(x), respectively, in the Chambolle and
Pock objective in Equation 5 for x = [vx ] for v ∈ Vk , and
that we can follow the same optimization approach.
We first generate the saddlepoint problem induced by
this new graph-based cost by re-expressing the L1 norm
corresponding to the sum over edges in terms of its convex
conjugate, which can in turn be composed of the conjugates
of each term in the sum:
De (vxi , vxj )

1

= maxhDe (vxi , vxj ), eq i − δQ (eq ), (16)
eq

where we have assigned a dual variable q ∈ R3 to each
edge, denoted by eq . The indicator term δQ is the conjugate
L∗1 and is defined as
(
3
X
0
if |q| ≤ 1
δqi (eqi ), δq (q) =
.
δQ (eq ) =
∞, otherwise
i=1
(17)
The NLTGV2 -L1 saddlepoint problem can now be written
in terms of DG(Fk∗ ) as:
X
min max
hDe (vxi , vxj ), eq i − δQ (eq )
eq

e∈Ek

+λ

e∈Ek

X

E(DG(Fk∗ )) =
X
De (vxi , vxj )

vx

e∈Ek

X

The final form of our graph-based NLTGV2 − L1 cost
functional is now

X

(18)
|vξ − vz | .

v∈Vk

De (vxi , vxj ) 1

.

e∈Ek

(13)
Here De is a linear operator that acts on the vertices corresponding to edge e:

 
i
eα vξi − vξj − hvw
, vui − vuj i



i
j
De (vxi , vxj ) = 
 . (14)
e β vw
− vw
1
1
i
j
e β vw
−
v
w2
2

To optimize Equation 18, we first perform semi-implicit,
subgradient ascent over eq for each e ∈ Ek :
en+1
= enq + σDe (vxi , vxj ) − σ∂δQ (en+1
)
q
q

(19)

where σ > 0 is the dual step size and ∂δQ (q) is the subgradient of δQ (q). Moving the en+1
terms to the left side of
q
the equation yields:
en+1
+ σ∂δQ (en+1
) = enq + σDe (vxi , vxj ),
q
q

(20)

Algorithm 2 NLTGV2 − L1 Graph Optimization
// Choose σ, τ > 0, θ ∈ [0, 1].
while not converged do
for each e ∈ Ek do 

en+1
= proxF ∗ enq + σDe (vx̄i , vx̄j )
q
for each v ∈ Vk do
P
)
vxn+1 = proxG vxn − τ e∈Nin (v) D∗in (en+1
q

P
−τ e∈Nout (v) D∗out (en+1
)
q

vx̄n+1 = vxn+1 + θ vxn+1 − vxn

which we can express in terms of the proximal operator:

en+1
= proxF ∗ enq + σDe (vxi , vxj ) .
(21)
q

Figure 5: Spatial Regularization: FLaME minimizes a non-local,
variational smoothness cost defined over a Delaunay graph, which
efficiently generates piecewise planar mesh reconstructions from
noisy inverse depth estimates. The above images show the meshes
produced from raw, unsmoothed inverse depth values (left) and
those smoothed with FLaME (right).

erator of G then yields

n+1
vx = proxG vxn − τ

X

D∗in (en+1
)
q

e∈Nin (v)

We next wish to perform semi-implicit subgradient descent over vx for each v ∈ Vk , but some care must be taken
with forming the adjoint operator D∗e . We observe that the
operator De (vxi , vxj ) maps two primal vertex variables (corresponding to the source and destination vertex) to the dual
space for each edge. The adjoint must therefore map a single dual edge variable to the space of of two primal variables
(again corresponding to the source and destination vertex).
Starting from the expression of De in Equation 14, we form
the adjoint as

eα eq1
j
− eu )eq1 + eβ eq2 

− ejv )eq1 + eβ eq3 
∗
De (eq ) = 

−eα eq1




−eβ eq2
−eβ eq3

 ∗
Din (eq )
,
=
D∗out (eq )


−eα (eiu

 −eα (eiv

(22)

(23)

where we have partitioned the top three rows D∗e into D∗in ,
which maps eq to the source primal vertex space, and the
bottom three rows of D∗e into D∗out , which maps eq to the
destination primal vertex space.
The semi-implicit subgradient descent equations for
each vx is then given by
vxn+1 = vxn − τ ∂G(vxn+1 ) − τ

X

D∗in (en+1
)
q

e∈Nin (v)

−τ

X

D∗out (en+1
),
q

e∈Nout (v)

(24)
where τ > 0 is the primal step size and the incoming and
outgoing edges of v are denoted as Nin (v) and Nout (v),
respectively. Solving for vxn+1 in terms of the proximal op-

−τ

X


D∗out (en+1
)
.
q

(25)

e∈Nout (v)

The final step of the Chambolle and Pock method is a
simple extragradient step applied to each vertex. The full
optimization is summarized in Algorithm 2. By expressing the optimization in terms of the graph DG(Fk∗ ), we can
trivially add and remove vertices and edges to the objective as new features are added to Fk∗ and triangulated. In
addition, by matching the density of vertices to the geometric complexity of the observed environment, each optimization iteration is both fast to perform and quick to converge
(see Figure 5 for a comparison between smoothed and unsmoothed meshes). The graph interpretation also provides
additional intuition into the optimization, which alternates
between operations on the vertices and edges of the graph:
smoothing updates are passed from vertices to neighboring
edges, and then from the edges back to the corresponding
vertices.

3.5. Frame-to-Frame Propagation
We propagate the Delaunay graph DG(Fk∗ ) so that the
optimized surface is always available in the current frame.
At each timestep, we set the vertex location vu for v ∈ Vk
to the projection based on the smoothed inverse depth value
vξ , which we then update to be expressed in the current
frame as well. We also set the unsmoothed vz inverse depth
value to the projection of the underlying feature inverse
depth ξf .
With new vertex locations and potentially new features,
we retriangulate to maintain the Delaunay optimality property and add and remove edges to reflect the new connectivity in the triangulation. We also remove vertices and features that project outside the view of the current camera, although these could be saved and displayed separately. Since
the relative transform from frame-to-frame is small for high

RE [%]

AD [%]

Cores

Time [ms]

FPS [Hz]

TUM

Performance on Benchmark Datasets
LSD
MLM
L=3
L=4
L=5

181
103
4950
4950
4950

18
12
8.5
6.8
6.6

19
32
54
54
51

2.5
2.1
2.0
1.7
1.4

16
17
16
7.3
4.2

62
57
61
136
236

EuRoC

framerate cameras, and because the optimization is typically able to converge before the next frame is available, the
optimization is relatively unaffected by the projection step
and we benefit from the smoothed surface always available
at the current camera.

DM

LSD
MLM
L=3
L=4
L=5

874
734
12595
12595
12595

18
17
12
11
10

17
25
36
37
33

1.6
1.0
1.3
1.2
0.8

16
14
13
7.0
4.3

61
69
78
143
230

4. Evaluation

Table 1: We evaluate FLaME with various settings of detail parameter L (see Section 3.1) on two benchmark datasets [27, 3].
FLaME produces depthmaps (DM) with both lower relative inverse depth error (RE) and a higher density of accurate inverse
depths (AD), while taking less processing time per frame (Time)
and using less CPU load (Cores), than state-of-the-art approaches
LSD-SLAM [6] and MLM [11]. Refer to Section 4.1 for a more
detailed description of the metrics and experimental setup.

Sequence

LSD

MLM

L=3

L=4

L=5

TUM

Accurate Inverse Depth Density [%]
fr3 loh
fr3 nstn
fr3 stf

18.9
16.5
26.8

30.4
30.6
47.8

48.1
52.5
72.6

47.9
53.7
72.0

44.1
51.9
69.1

EuRoC

Our implementation of FLaME is written in C++ and
makes use of the Boost Graph Library [25] and the Delaunay triangulation implementation from [23, 24]. The
primary processing thread handles stereo matching and inverse depth filtering, performs Delaunay triangulations, updates the Delaunay graph, and publishes output. A second
thread continuously performs the graph optimization steps
outlined in Algorithm 2. The third thread samples new features every N frames (N = 6 in our experiments). For all
experiments we set the edge weight eα = 1/||vui − vuj ||2
(the reciprocal of the edge length in pixels) and eβ = 1.
We set the parameter λ that controls the balance between
unsmoothed data and the regularizer between [0.1, 0.35].

V1
V1
V1
V2
V2
V2

18.2
18.3
11.0
25.9
20.5
11.5

26.4
27.9
17.0
39.3
28.9
19.0

36.6
39.2
26.4
48.1
37.2
27.8

37.8
40.5
27.0
46.9
37.2
28.9

34.4
37.8
24.7
41.6
32.2
26.7

4.1. Benchmark Datasets
We quantitatively compare the FLaME reconstructions
to existing approaches and show how we are able to produce accurate, dense geometry extremely efficiently at the
current frame. We interpolate the FLaME meshes to fully
dense inverse depthmaps and measure their accuracy and
completeness against two existing CPU-based approaches:
LSD-SLAM [6] and Multi-Level Mapping (MLM) [11].
We use image and pose sequences from the TUM RGBD SLAM Benchmark dataset (VGA at 30 Hz) [27] and the
EuRoC MAV datasets (WVGA at 20 Hz) [3]. Pose ground
truth for both datasets was generated using a motion capture
system. Structure ground truth was approximated using an
RGB-D sensor for the TUM sequences and a 3D laser scanner for the EuRoC sequences.
The pose tracking and SLAM backend modules of LSDSLAM and MLM were disabled in the experiments so that
all three algorithms used the motion capture poses and all
performance differences can be attributed to the different
depth estimation techniques.
All metrics were captured on a desktop computer with an
Intel Core i7-4820K 3.7 GHz CPU. We use three sequences
from the TUM dataset (long office household, structure texture far, and nostructure texture near withloop)
and the 6 sequences from the EuRoC dataset with structure
ground truth (V1 01, . . . , V2 03).
We report two main measures for depthmap accuracy
and completeness: the relative inverse depth error and the
density of accurate depth estimates. The relative inverse
depth error is the error in inverse depth relative to ground
truth, averaged over all pixels and depthmaps. The density
of accurate depth estimates is the fraction of inverse depth
estimates that are within 10 percent of ground truth for each

01
02
03
01
02
03

Table 2: Here we present the fraction of inverse depths per
depthmap that are within 10 percent of groundtruth for each benchmark video sequence [27, 3] for LSD-SLAM [6], MLM [11], and
FLaME with different settings of parameter L. FLaME outperforms the competing approaches, with L = 4 providing a nice balance between the number of vertices per depthmap and the amount
of smoothing performed.

depthmap, averaged over all depthmaps. We also report
both runtime per frame and CPU load over the datasets.
The results are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2 and as
can be seen, FLaME produces dense geometry more accurately and efficiently than the competing approaches. On
the EuRoC sequences FLaME with L = 5 produces reconstructions at up to 230 Hz using less than one Intel i7
CPU core and achieves the lowest relative inverse depth error across the different systems. Although finer settings of
L = 3 and L = 4 produce slightly better density metrics, as
expected, they fair slightly worse in terms of relative inverse
depth error compared to L = 5. We believe the primary reason for this unintuitive result is that the graph optimization
takes longer to converge for these parameter settings given
the greater number of vertices and edges. Since the mesh

Figure 6: Flight Experiments: FLaME can be used to enable online perception for autonomous navigation. We conducted indoor and
outdoor flight experiments running FLaME onboard a small micro-aerial vehicle (MAV) (bottom left) with a forward-facing camera flying
at up to 3.5 meters-per-second. The image on the top left shows the collision-free trajectory (pink) that is generated to navigate around a
pillar obstacle. The images to the right show the inverse depth meshes as the vehicle approaches the obstacle field.

takes longer to converge, the camera moves before the mesh
can settle, resulting in higher inverse depth error. Initial
depthmap convergence is very fast, however, usually within
the first second of operation. In addition, FLaME produces
accurate meshes at the current frame, while the competing
approaches (which are both keyframe based) produce reconstructions far more infrequently, which is particularly
dangerous for mobile robot navigation.
We also experimented with corrupting the ground truth
positions with additive Gaussian noise to characterize the
effect of pose error. With no artificial noise, the density of
accurate inverse depths for the TUM fr3 stf sequence is
71 percent. However, with translation noise with a standard
deviation of 1 cm, this density drops to 30 percent, which
demonstrates the importance of accurate pose information
on the depth estimation process. Addressing this limitation
is one direction that we would like to pursue for future work.

4.2. Flight Experiments
We also provide results from experiments with FLaME
running completely onboard, in-the-loop on a small autonomous quadrotor flying at up to 3.5 meters-per-second.
Timing and Load on Autonomous MAV
Metric
Vehicle Speed [m/s]
Depthmaps
CPU Load [cores]
Runtime [ms]
Peak FPS [Hz]

Indoor

Outdoor

2.5
803
1.6
9.4
106

3.5
1046
1.7
11
91

Table 3: FLaME is efficient enough to allow for real-time perception onboard small, computationally constrained micro-aerial
vehicles (MAVs). We flew our quadrotor fully autonomously in
both indoor and outdoor environments with no prior information
and used geometry from FLaME to plan around obstacles online.

The quadrotor (see Figure 6) weighed 3 kg and was
equipped with a Point Grey Flea 3 camera running at
320 × 256 image resolution at 60 Hz, an inertial measurement unit (IMU), and a laser altimeter. The pose of the
camera was provided by an external visual-inertial odometry pipeline [26]. Collision-free motion plans were generated using A* on a 2D occupancy grid updated using slices
from the FLaME meshes. All computation was performed
onboard an Intel Skull Canyon NUC flight computer, with
no prior information provided to the robot.
We flew the vehicle through an indoor warehouse environment and an outdoor forest with obstacles that the vehicle had to plan around using perception from FLaME. Runtime and load metrics on the flight computer are summarized in Table 3. Even on the flight computer, FLaME was
still able to produce dense reconstructions at over 90 Hz (the
detail parameter was set to L = 3), with sufficient accuracy
to plan around obstacles.

5. Conclusion
We presented a novel dense monocular depth estimation
algorithm capable of reconstructing geometric meshes on
computationally constrained platforms. FLaME reformulates the reconstruction problem as a variational smoothing
problem over a time-varying Delaunay graph, which allows
both for efficient, incremental smoothing of noisy depth estimates and low-latency mesh estimation.
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